Peptide loop-closure kinetics from microsecond molecular dynamics simulations in explicit solvent.
End-to-end contact formation rates of several peptides were recently measured by tryptophan triplet quenching (Lapidus et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 2000, 97, 7220). Motivated by these experiments, we study loop-closure kinetics for two peptides of different lengths, Cys-(Ala-Gly-Gln)n-Trp (n = 1, 2), in multiple all-atom explicit-solvent molecular dynamics simulations with different initial conditions and force fields. In 150 simulations of approximately 20 ns each, we collect data covering 1.0 and 0.8 micros for the penta-peptide simulated with the AMBER and CHARMM force fields, respectively, and about 0.5 micros each with the two force fields for the octa-peptide. These extensive simulations allow us to analyze the dynamics of peptides in the unfolded state with atomic resolution, thus probing early events in protein folding, and to compare molecular dynamics simulations directly with experiment. The calculated lifetimes of the tryptophan triplet state are in the range of 50-100 ns, in agreement with experimental measurements. However, end-to-end contacts form more rapidly, with characteristic times less than 10 ns. The contact formation rates for the two force fields are similar despite differences in the respective ensembles of peptide conformations.